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ABSTRACT
We present optical integral field unit (IFU) observations of two gas pillars surround-
ing the Galactic young massive star cluster NGC 3603. The high S/N and spectral
resolution of these data have allowed us to accurately quantify the Hα, [N ii] and
[S ii] emission line shapes, and we find a mixture of broad (FWHM∼70–100 km s−1)
and narrow (<50 km s−1) components. The broad components are found close to the
edges of both pillars, suggesting that they originate in turbulent mixing layers (TMLs)
driven by the effect of the star cluster wind. Both pillars exhibit surprisingly high ion-
ized gas densities of >10 000 cm−3. In one pillar we found that these high densities are
only found in the narrow component, implying it must originate from deeper within
the pillar than the broad component. From this, together with our kinematical data,
we conclude that the narrow component traces a photoevaporation flow, and that
the TML forms at the interface with the hot wind. On the pillar surfaces we find a
consistent offset in radial velocity between the narrow (brighter) components of Hα
and [N ii] of ∼5–8 km s−1, for which we were unable to find a satisfactory explana-
tion. We urge the theoretical community to simulate mechanical and radiative cloud
interactions in more detail to address the many unanswered questions raised by this
study.
Key words: ISM: H ii regions – ISM: individual: NGC 3603 – ISM: kinematics and
dynamics.
1 INTRODUCTION
Massive stars dominate the energetics of the ISM due to
their powerful radiative and mechanical feedback effects. In
the simple case of a single star or cluster embedded in a uni-
form density and pressure medium, photoionization, stellar
winds and subsequent supernova(e) ejecta act to inflate a
spherical bubble of hot shocked gas, sweeping the ISM ma-
terial into a thin dense shell (Weaver et al. 1977). This model
breaks down, however, when the surrounding medium is not
uniform, but fragmented into dense clumps – as is observed
in reality.
Gas clumps can have dramatic effects on the evolution
of the wind, both in the case of a single star and a star
cluster-driven galactic wind. Acting as obstacles, they de-
flect the flow, inducing shocks and therefore immediately
enhancing radiative energy losses. Furthermore the clumps
disintegrate through photoevaporation and ablation (Pit-
? E-mail: westmoquette@gmail.com
tard 2007; Gritschneder et al. 2009, 2010), and the resultant
entrainment and/or loading of matter into the flow causes
additional downstream radiative energy losses (Fierlinger
et al. 2012; Rogers & Pittard 2013). A full knowledge of
the location and degree of the energy exchanges and losses
is therefore essential due to their critical effect on the evo-
lution of the flow.
The selective erosion or ablation of an inhomogeneous
density field by radiation or stellar winds naturally results
in elephants trunks or pillars pointing towards the source(s)
of feedback. Denser-than-average gas resists destruction, at
least for a time, and shields material downstream, forming
elongated structures. The density inhomogeneities required
can be in the form of well-defined isolated clumps (Williams
et al. 2001; Miao et al. 2006), perturbations in ionization
fronts (Tremblin et al. 2012), filamentary structures or ac-
cretion flows (Dale et al. 2012), fractal density distributions
(Walch et al. 2012) or turbulent density fields (Gritschneder
et al. 2010; Tremblin et al. 2012).
Pillars are a common feature of regions of the ISM ex-
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periencing feedback from OB-stars (e.g. Sugitani et al. 2002;
Rathborne et al. 2004; Schneider et al. 2012). The variety of
formation mechanisms for pillars makes it difficult to infer
how any given such structure came about. However, pillars
lie on the interface between hot photoionized or wind-blown
gas generated by massive stars, and the cold undisturbed
material of the host molecular clouds. Their study is es-
sential to help address outstanding questions such as how
efficient are massive stars in triggering star formation (e.g.
Dale et al. 2012), and what is the most important form of
stellar feedback in different environments or ISM conditions.
In Westmoquette et al. (2010, hereafter Paper I) we
presented optical/near-IR integral field unit (IFU) observa-
tions of a gas pillar (approximating a clump) in the Galactic
H ii region NGC 6357 ionized by the young open star clus-
ter Pismis 24 (containing 9 O stars; Fang et al. 2012). We
identified narrow (∼20 km s−1) and broad (50–150 km s−1)
ionized gas emission line components dynamically associ-
ated with the pillar surface, and, based on previous work
(Falgarone & Phillips 1990; Hartquist et al. 1992; Westmo-
quette et al. 2007; Binette et al. 2009), concluded that the
broad component arises in a turbulent mixing layer (TML;
Slavin et al. 1993) on the pillar surface set up by the impact
of the stellar winds. This broad component thus provides
us with a direct probe of the elusive wind-ISM interaction.
These broad ionized emission line components are seen al-
most ubiquitously in nearby starburst environments (Mar-
lowe et al. 1995; Mendez & Esteban 1997; James et al. 2009;
Westmoquette et al. 2007, 2009, 2011), and it was the ten-
tative results from these studies that formed the motivation
for the study in Paper I.
However, to allow us to relate the results of Paper I more
directly to these types of more violent starbursting environ-
ments, we must also study wind-ISM interactions in higher
energy cases. Here we present observations of two pillars sur-
rounding the much more massive (and luminous) star cluster
in the Galactic giant H ii region NGC 3603. NGC 3603, lo-
cated at a distance of 7 ± 1 kpc (1 arcmin = 2 pc; Moffat
1983; Melena et al. 2008), is powered by the young, bright,
compact stellar cluster (HD 97950). The three WNL, six O3,
and numerous other late O-type stars contribute to a bolo-
metric luminosity ∼100 times that of the Orion and Pismis
24 clusters and 0.1 times that of NGC 2070 (the central clus-
ter in the 30 Dor complex in the Large Magellanic Cloud).
Its age of a few Myr (Sung & Bessell 2004; Beccari et al.
2010) and total mass of >104 M (Harayama et al. 2008,
and references therein) classify it as a super star cluster, and
therefore much more analogous to a starburst environment.
The HD 97950 star cluster lies in a wind-blown cavity north
of a large molecular cloud (Clayton 1986; Melnick et al. 1989;
Nu¨rnberger et al. 2002). The gaseous surroundings of the
cluster show a complex and variable velocity, density and ex-
tinction structure (Drissen et al. 1995; Nu¨rnberger & Stanke
2003; Pang et al. 2011), and include the two prominent pil-
lars studied here. These pillars are approximately the same
distance from the cluster as the one in NGC 6357 studied in
Paper I (∼1–1.4 pc1).
1 There was a mistake in Paper I: At a distance of 2.56 kpc for
NGC 6357 (Massey et al. 2001), 10 arcsec = 0.12 pc and the
separation between the star cluster and the pillar tip is therefore
2 OBSERVATIONS
2.1 HST imaging
We obtained HST/WFC3-UVIS F656N (Hα+continuum)
imaging of NGC 3603 from the HST archive (PID: 11360,
PI O’Connell). This is shown in Fig. 1. Zoom-ins of the two
pillars studied here are shown in Fig. 2 with an enhanced
colour scaling to show the full dynamic range of the image.
The position 2 pillar (left) looks remarkably like the pillars
in M16 (Hester et al. 1996), and, like in M16, the linear
striations oriented normal to the pillar surface offer clear
morphological evidence for photoevaporative flows. These
linear striations are not evident on the position 1 pillar.
2.2 IFU data
Observations of two pillars in NGC 3603 were obtained with
the FLAMES instrument on the VLT coupled to the GI-
RAFFE spectrograph (PI: Westmoquette, Prop IDs: 087.C-
0106, 089.C-0016). We used the ARGUS IFU array in its
0.52 arcsec/spaxel spatial sampling mode, giving a field-of-
view (FoV) of 11.5 × 7.3 arcsec sampled by 333 fibres. The
observations were centred on the Hα-bright tips of two pil-
lars, with coordinates Pos1 = 11h 15m 03.s5, −61◦ 15′ 47.′′4
and Pos2 = 11h 15m 09.s9, −61◦ 16′ 15.′′5 (J2000). Fig. 1
shows the position of the IFU positions on an HST/WFC3-
UVIS F656N (Hα) image of NGC 3603 (PID: 11360, PI:
O’Connell). We observed both positions with the LR06
(L682) grating, giving a wavelength coverage of 6450–
7200 A˚. A total time of 90 mins for each position was
split into two equal-length exposures, which were spatially
dithered with an offset of 0.′′52 (1 fibre) along the IFU long
axis in order to assist cosmic ray rejection and facilitate
masking of the dead fibres.
Basic data reduction was carried out using the ESO GI-
RAFFE pipeline. This included bias subtraction, flat field-
ing, identification and spectrum extraction, and wavelength
calibration. Post-processing was carried out in iraf2, in-
cluding cosmic-ray rejection (using lacosmic; van Dokkum
2001), flux calibration and the combining of the individual
exposures (dead fibres were masked and removed when the
dithered exposures were combined). The FWHM spectral
resolution, measured from averaging fits to isolated arc lines
over all spaxels, was found to be 0.55 A˚ (∼25 km s−1 at Hα).
2.3 Emission line fitting
The extremely high S/N (up to ∼20 000 in Hα) and spectral
resolution of these data have allowed us to quantify the emis-
sion line profile shapes to a high degree of accuracy. At the
highest S/N ratios, an Airy diffraction pattern in the wings
of the line profiles can be seen clearly. However, since it is
0.7 pc, or at a distance of 1.7 kpc (Fang et al. 2012) the cluster-
pillar separation is 1.2 pc. Both values are smaller than the 3.5 pc
quoted in Paper I.
2 The Image Reduction and Analysis Facility (iraf) is dis-
tributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories which
is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in
Astronomy, Inc. under cooperative agreement with the National
Science Foundation.
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Figure 1. HST/WFC3-UVIS F656N (Hα+continuum) image of NGC 3603 showing the two ARGUS IFU pointings. The grey-scale
colour map is inverted and square-root scaled.
10” ~ 0.3 pc10” ~ 0.3 pc
Figure 2. Zoom-ins of the HST/WFC3-UVIS F656N image showing the two pillar tips. The dashed rectangles indicate the location of
the two ARGUS IFU pointings. The image grey-scales are inverted and square-root scaled to show the full dynamic range in each region.
only at the .1 percent level, it does not significantly inter-
fere with our ability to fit the line profile shapes. We fitted
multiple Gaussian profile models to the Hα, [N ii]λ6583 and
[S ii]λλ6717,6731 emission lines using an idl-based χ2 fit-
ting package called pan (Peak ANalysis; Azuah et al. 2009).
Each line in each of the spaxels was fitted using a single-,
double- and triple-Gaussian initial guess. Line fluxes were
constrained to be positive and widths to be greater than
the instrumental contribution to guard against spurious re-
sults. Hα, [N ii]λ6583, and [S ii]λλ6717,6731 were fit inde-
pendently due to the significantly different shapes of the
lines. The [S ii] doublet was fitted simultaneously, where each
component fit was constrained such that the wavelength dif-
ference between the two Gaussian models (one for λ6717 and
one for λ6731) was equal to the laboratory difference, and
FWHMs were equal to one another. Multi-component fits
c© 2013 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–17
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were run several times with different initial guess configura-
tions (widths and wavelengths) in order to account for the
varied profile shapes, and the result with the lowest χ2 was
retained. However, we note that the χ2 minimisation routine
employed by pan is very robust with respect to the initial
guess parameters.
To determine how many Gaussian components best fit
an observed profile (one, two or three), we used a likelihood
ratio test to determine whether a fit of n+1 components
was more appropriate than an n-component fit. This test
says that if the ratio of the χ2 statistics for the two fits falls
above a certain threshold, then the fits are considered sta-
tistically distinguishable, and the one with the lower χ2 can
be selected. Here we determine the threshold ratio by visual
inspection of a range of spectra and fits. This method is a
more generalised form of the formal F-test that we have used
in previous work (e.g. Westmoquette et al. 2009, 2010). We
are aware of work that cautions against the use of the F-test
to test for the presence of a line (or additional line compo-
nent; e.g. Protassov et al. 2002), but given the absence of a
statistically correct alternative that could be applied sensi-
bly to the volume of data presented here, we have chosen to
opt for this generalised χ2 ratio test approach.
This test, however, only tells us which of the fits (sin-
gle, double or triple component) is most appropriate for the
corresponding line profile. Experience has taught us that we
need to apply a number of additional tests to filter out well-
fit but physically improbable results. We specified that the
fluxes of all components (in the fit selected by the likelihood
ratio test) should be >0; we rejected fits where the FWHM
of any component was more than 2.6 A˚ since, from visual
inspection, these tended to be where pan had attempted
to fit the faint Airy rings; and we rejected any fits where
χ2single/χ
2
double = 0 (a symptom of a bad fit). We then applied
a set of rules to assign each line component to a specific com-
ponent set, which were chosen and refined after inspection
of the resulting maps. For IFU Pos1, for a triple-Gaussian
fit, we specified that the brightest component should be as-
signed to set C1, and after that, the redder to C2 and the
bluer to C3. For double-Gaussian fits, we assigned C1 to be
the bluer of the two and C2 to the redder. For IFU Pos2,
no triple-component fits were required, and we assigned the
brighter of any two-component fits to C1 and the fainter
to C2. Producing consistent maps in this way helps limit
the confusion that could arise during analysis of the results
where discontinuous spatial regions might arise from incor-
rect component assignments.
3 EMISSION LINE MAPS
In the following, we present and discuss the integrated line
flux maps, the individual component flux, FWHM, and ra-
dial velocity maps, and the line ratio maps produced using
the emission line fits described above. We also show some
example line profiles and their corresponding best-fitting
multi-component models from a number of spaxels, as in-
dicated on the maps with corresponding letters. Below each
plot are the corresponding residuals, ri, calculated using the
following formula:
ri =
yfiti − ydatai
σi
(1)
where σi are the uncertainties on y
data
i . However, since the
uncertainties are not accurately quantified (uncertainties are
not a product in the current reduction pipeline), it is only
the shape of the residual plot that has any meaning. In some
plots (e.g. Fig. 5d), the aforementioned Airy rings are evi-
dent, particularly in the residual plot.
3.1 Position 1
Position 1 covers the very tip of a pillar located to the west of
the star cluster and an emission structure immediately to the
east of the pillar, including an interesting arc of ionized gas
that is prominent in Hα. Examination of the morphology,
kinematics and line ratios allow us to determine the state
of the ionized gas in these structures and whether they are
associated with each other or not.
Fig. 3 shows maps of the integrated line flux
(C1+C2+C3) for Hα, [N ii]λ6583 and [S ii]λ6717. The sur-
face of the pillar tip, to the west of the field-of-view (FoV),
is clearly visible in all three maps, whereas the arc-shaped
feature towards the east is much more prominent in Hα (and
not visible at all in [S ii]). The spatially-resolved line ratio
maps will be discussed below in Section 3.1.3.
Maps of the flux, FWHM, and radial velocity for the
individual line components in Hα and [N ii] are shown in
Figs. 4 and 6, respectively. The line widths are corrected for
the contribution of instrumental broadening, and the veloc-
ity maps are in the heliocentric frame of reference. On each
map, contours representing the integrated Hα flux distribu-
tion from Fig. 3 are shown to locate the tip of the pillar and
other emission features, and help guide the eye. Figs. 5 and 7
show example line profile fits for Hα and [N ii], respectively,
chosen to illustrate the variety of line shapes found and the
quality of the line fits we were able to achieve.
3.1.1 Hα maps
C1 is the brightest component across the whole field (recall
that by definition it is the bluer of any double-component
fits). Its width is consistently narrow (20–40 km s−1) and
it shows very little velocity structure. The pillar tip is
slightly redshifted compared to the rest of the field (by ∼10–
15 km s−1), and is certainly the brightest Hα-emitting re-
gion. The northern edge of the pillar tip exhibits a profile
shape that is best fit with a bright, narrow (∼30 km s−1)
component and and underlying broad (∼70 km s−1), fainter
component (line fit example Fig. 5e). A similar line shape
(narrow + faint broad) is found in the arc towards the east,
and here the broad component has widths of 90–110 km s−1
(line fit example Fig. 5b). In the region between the arc and
the pillar head, a secondary narrow component is identified
that has a velocity ∼20–25 km s−1 redshifted with respect
to the pillar and 30–40 km s−1 redshifted compared to C1
at the same location (example Fig. 5c). The semi-circular
region to east of the arc at the far eastern edge of the FoV,
is, in comparison, faint in emission compared to the rest of
the field. Fig. 5a shows an example line profile from this re-
gion. Here, two main components in Hα are identified, one
at a velocity similar to pillar surroundings (∼5 km s−1), and
one much fainter but redshifted by 60–70 km s−1 (note that
the S/N ratio of this fainter component is still ∼160). That
c© 2013 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–17
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this redshifted component is not visible anywhere else in
the field suggests that it originates from gas located in the
background and is obscured by the gas structures in the rest
of the field. A third component, narrow and blueshifted (by
∼20 km s−1 with respect to the pillar), can be identified over
the whole eastern half of field.
3.1.2 [N ii] maps
The emission profile shapes of the [N ii] line are broadly sim-
ilar to that of Hα (recall that we fit each line independently).
However, as mentioned above, the arc and filamentary emis-
sion to the east of the field is much less prominent. The faint
60–70 km s−1 redshifted component, seen in Hα only in the
far east of the field (to the east of the arc) is visible in [N ii]
much further towards the pillar (as demonstrated in the ex-
ample line fit Fig. 7a). The weakness of the [N ii] emission
from the arc must allow this background component to be
visible where in Hα it is not. The broad C2 component seen
in Hα on the arc is not found in [N ii], although it is on the
pillar tip (FWHM∼70–80 km s−1; example Fig. 7b).
The [S ii] line maps are very similar to the [N ii] maps;
due to their lower S/N we do not show them here.
3.1.3 Line ratios
The forbidden/recombination line flux ratios of
[N ii]λ6583/Hα and [S ii](λ6717+λ6731)/Hα can be
used as indicators of the number of ionizations per unit
volume (Veilleux & Osterbrock 1987; Dopita & Sutherland
1995; Dopita et al. 2006). Both [N ii]/Hα and [S ii]/Hα
are also sensitive to shock ionization since relatively cool,
high-density regions form behind shock fronts which emit
strongly in these forbidden lines, resulting in an enhance-
ment in the forbidden/recombination line ratios (Dopita
1997; Oey et al. 2000). These indicators (normally combined
with a tracer of higher energy ionizing photons such as
[O iii]/Hβ; i.e. a BPT diagram; Baldwin et al. 1981) can
be used to establish the dominance of non-photoionization
processes (i.e. shocks – or AGN, but that is not relevant
here) via a threshold ratio (theoretically calculated; Dopita
& Sutherland 1995; Kewley et al. 2001; Calzetti et al. 2004)
or by comparison to shock models (e.g. Allen et al. 2008).
However, a certain amount of caution is needed when
applying these classical diagnostic diagrams and theoretical
ratios derived from 1D photoionization calculations to
detailed spatially resolved observations of complex 3D
star-forming regions (Ercolano et al. 2012).
Maps of the [N ii]/Hα and [S ii]/Hα ratios in the three
line components identified are shown in Fig. 8. Line ratios
were only calculated where the corresponding components
in both (or all three of) the lines were identified. A third
component of [S ii] could not be identified in any spaxel,
hence the map is blank. The maximum line ratios in both
components C1 and C2 are found in the semi-circular region
in the far eastern side of the field, which from the kinematical
maps we suggest is in the far background, behind the pillar
and arc. In C1, both ratios are slightly lower on the pillar
tip, and significantly lower in the intervening gas, including
the arc. This is mirrored in C2, but the lack of a detection of
this component in places makes it less clear. The arc, which
exhibits such broad line components in Hα, is not prominent
in these maps.
[N ii]/Hα and [S ii]/Hα ratios greater than −0.1 and
−0.4, respectively, would indicate a strong contribution from
shocks to the ionization budget (Allen et al. 2008). How-
ever at no point are the line ratios we measure greater than
these values. Nevertheless, the motions of the turbulent gas
are clearly supersonic (the sound speed in 104 K gas is
∼10 km s−1) meaning that shocks are undoubtedly present.
It is possible the reason why we do not see signatures of
shocks (i.e. enhanced forbidden line emission from the post-
shock gas) is that in these small spatially resolved regions
the shock contribution is completely washed out by contri-
bution from photoionization. Shocks must be present, but
we simply cannot see them in the line ratios.
Fig. 9 shows the electron density map derived from the
C1, C2 and summed (C1+C2) line flux ratios of the [S ii]
doublet. The electron density of the semi-circular region of
unobscured background gas at the east of the field is at or
below the low-density limit for this indicator (50–100 cm−3).
However, the material in the foreground is at significantly
higher densities: the arc and gas between the arc and pillar
has densities >500 cm−3, up to a few 1000 cm−3, and the
pillar itself has electron densities over 10 000 cm−3 (close to
the high-density limit for this [S ii] doublet method). The
individual component maps show that the high densities of
the arc and pillar are only seen in C1, whereas the equiva-
lent C2 densities are much lower. The high C1 densities on
the pillar imply that the majority of the narrow component
[S ii] emission here originates from gas near to the (deeper,
denser) neutral/molecular layers of the pillar that is just
being ionized.
Pound (1998) estimated the molecular n(H2) density
of the pillar tips in the Eagle Nebula (M16) to be ∼2 ×
105 cm−3, while Pound et al. (2003) found an average n(H2)
of 4800 cm−3 in the Horsehead Nebula, and Gahm et al.
(2006) found n(H2) densities of 10
3–104 cm−3 in a sample
of nearby pillars. Thus, since this pillar exhibits ionized gas
densities that are already comparable to these molecular gas
densities, the core of this pillar must be particularly dense.
3.1.4 Summary
In Hα we find broad (FWHM=90–110 km s−1) line
components associated with the arc, and broad
(FWHM∼70 km s−1) components partly on the pillar
tip. The fact that the arc also exhibits broad line widths
implies that either it is also experiencing an impact of
the star cluster wind, or that it is a highly turbulent
eddy in the material being swept up by the cluster wind.
The centroid radial velocities of the broad components on
the arc and pillar are consistent with their corresponding
narrow components, suggesting that they originate in gas
at the same location. Furthermore, the radial velocities
of the arc and the pillar are similar, implying that they
lie on the same plane along the line of sight. In [N ii] we
find a broad component (70–80 km s−1) on the pillar tip
but not at the location of the arc, and the [N ii]/Hα and
[S ii]/Hα line ratios on the pillar are enhanced compared
to the surrounding gas. The narrow-component electron
densities on the pillar are surprisingly high (>10 000 cm−3)
compared to the arc and gas surrounding the pillar tip
c© 2013 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–17
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(>500 cm−3, up to a few 1000 cm−3), and that of the
background gas (at or below 100 cm−3). The corresponding
broad-component densities are much lower, implying that
the narrow component originates from gas near to the
(deeper, denser) neutral/molecular layers of the pillar
(that is just being ionized) whereas the broad component
originates in material further out.
At the far eastern edge of the FoV we sample a region
of gas that exhibits a double narrow component line shape
in both Hα and [N ii], the fainter of which (C2) is redshifted.
We conclude that this component originates from gas in the
background behind the arc and pillar. In [N ii], the region
in which we observe this redshifted component extends fur-
ther into the IFU field towards the pillar. This background
dynamical component exhibits high [N ii]/Hα and [S ii]/Hα
ratios (although C1 in the same location also exhibits high
line ratios), suggesting that the ambient gas behind the pil-
lar has a high excitation (and, from above, low density).
This is consistent with being the rarified, high excitation
gas expected to exist in the hot bubble interior.
Between the arc and the pillar we find a narrow Hα com-
ponent that is redshifted compared to the arc and pillar, but
not as much as the gas at the far east. This suggests we are
seeing three planes along the line of sight: the arc and pillar
in the foreground, the filamentary material between the two
in the middle distance, and the redshifted gas to the east
of the arc in the far background. The filamentary material
in the middle-distance is likely part of the ionization/shock
front SF1 identified by Nu¨rnberger & Stanke (2003), which
extends another ∼100′′ (∼3.3 pc) to the north-west.
3.2 Position 2
IFU position 2 covers the tip and part of the western edge
of a pillar located to the south-west of the cluster. As for
Pos1, we show maps of the integrated line flux (C1+C2) for
Hα, [N ii]λ6583 and [S ii]λ6717 in Fig. 10. The outline of
the northern and western edge of the pillar is visible in all
three maps, being very clearly defined in [N ii] and [S ii]. The
ratios of [N ii]/Hα and [S ii]Hα increase with distance from
the pillar head, as discussed below in Section 3.2.3. Again,
as for Pos1, maps of the flux, FWHM, and radial velocity
for the individual identified line components in Hα and [N ii]
for Pos2 are shown in Figs. 11 and 13, respectively. Figs. 12
and 14 show example line profile fits.
3.2.1 Hα maps
Strong Hα emission is found across the whole IFU field,
but the strongest emission originates on the pillar tip.
In C1, emission from the pillar is, compared to the sur-
rounding gas, characterised by narrower line widths (∼25
vs. 35–50 km s−1) and blueshifted velocities (8–12 vs. 20–
28 km s−1), with a sharp transition at the pillar edge be-
tween the two profile shapes. The bluest C1 velocities are
found on the face of the pillar, with a gradual decrease to-
wards the edge (also seen in [N ii]). This is consistent with a
radially directed outflow from the pillar surface, as would be
expected from photoevaporation. Assuming that the outflow
is completely radial at the bluest point and completely tan-
gential at the pillar surface, the velocity difference would be
a measure of the outflow speed. We measure a difference of
∼10 km s−1 (the sonic speed at 104 K), which is in excellent
agreement with what would be expected from photoevapo-
ration (Lefloch & Lazareff 1994).
Behind the tip of the pillar (i.e. downstream to
the south-east), we identify a second, much broader
(FWHM∼55 km s−1) line component whose velocity cen-
troid is redshifted by ∼10–15 km s−1 compared to the corre-
sponding narrow component (see line profile examples a and
particularly b in Fig. 12). Unlike in Pos1 (and in [N ii], see
below), the broadest Hα components are not found on the
pillar tip or directly along its edge, but in a region interior
and roughly parallel with the edge. In the area to the north-
west of the pillar where only one component is identified, the
line becomes comparatively broad to the broad component
on the pillar, with widths up to ∼55 km s−1. However, these
line widths may simply reflect a bias in the fitting due to a
faint red wing to the profile (see example Fig. 12c). Unfor-
tunately this red wing in this case is too faint to be robustly
fit by our routine.
3.2.2 [N ii] maps
As mentioned above, the pillar is much more clearly defined
in the [N ii] flux map, with emission from the surround-
ing gas much fainter than that of the pillar itself. As with
Hα, the C1 emission from the pillar is much narrower than
that from the surroundings (∼10–20 vs. 35–60 km s−1), but
the comparative blueshift of the pillar is less pronounced.
All along the projected pillar edge (including the tip), we
find evidence for a broad, secondary line component with
FWHM.90 km s−1 (see example Fig. 14c). As alluded to
above, the Hα line profile does not exhibit these same broad
components at the corresponding location: compare Fig. 14c
to Fig. 12d showing the Hα profile from the same spaxel.
Also compare Fig. 12b, which shows the Hα profile from
the region with the broadest Hα components, to Fig. 14b,
showing the [N ii] profile from the same spaxel. Furthermore,
whereas the broad component in Hα is redshifted compared
to the bright narrower component associated with the pillar,
the [N ii] broad component is centred at approximately the
same or bluer radial velocities compared to its corresponding
narrow component.
As with Pos1, the [S ii] line maps are very similar to the
[N ii] maps but much noisier so are not shown here.
3.2.3 Line ratios
We present the [N ii]/Hα and [S ii]/Hα line ratio maps in the
two identified line components in Fig. 15. Again, line ratios
were only calculated where the corresponding components
in both the lines were identified. In C1, the pillar exhibits
much higher ratios in both [N ii]/Hα and [S ii]/Hα than the
surrounding gas. However, the [N ii]/Hα ratio peaks close to
the tip of the pillar (at y ∼ 8–9′′), with a secondary peak
further down on the pillar edge. [S ii]/Hα peaks only at the
secondary [N ii]/Hα peak (downstream on the pillar edge).
In C2, the highest line ratios in both indicators are found
along the projected pillar edge.
The electron density map derived from the summed (in-
tegrated) [S ii] line fluxes is shown in Fig. 16. The pillar tip
c© 2013 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–17
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Figure 3. Hα (left), [N ii] (centre) and [S ii] (right) summed intensity maps scaled to the maximum/minimum in each map. Contours
on the Hα map represent the continuum level, and highlight the location of three stars in the field-of-view.
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Figure 4. Hα line component maps for IFU position 1. Component 1 (C1) is shown on the left, component 2 (C2) in the centre (starting
at x = 13′′), and component 3 (C3) on the right (starting at x = 26′′). The flux scale bar is in units of 10−18 erg s−1 cm−2 spaxel−1,
the line widths are corrected in quadrature for the contribution of instrumental broadening, and the velocity maps are in the heliocentric
frame of reference. Grey contours in this and the subsequent maps represent the total (C1+C2+C3) Hα flux. The spaxels from which
the example line profiles shown in Fig. 12 were extracted are labelled with the corresponding letters.
shows up as a very high density (>10 000 cm−3) region, with
the density decreasing along the length of the pillar down
to ∼2000 cm−3. The gas surrounding the pillar is at low
density (at or below the low-density limit of 50–100 cm−3).
Like in position 1, these high densities imply that the ma-
jority of the [S ii] emission originates from gas near to the
(deeper, denser) neutral/molecular layers of the pillar and
is just being ionized.
3.2.4 PV diagram
In order to examine the radial velocity distribution along
the pillar in this position in more detail, we have defined a
“pseudoslit” oriented along the long axis of the pillar from
which we have extracted the velocity information for Hα,
[N ii] and [S ii]. The location and width of the pseudoslit
is shown on the radial velocity maps in both Figs. 11 and
13, and the extracted position-velocity data are plotted in
Fig. 17. For all three lines, the C1 velocities remain remark-
ably constant (within 4 km s−1) along the pillar, however
there is clearly a consistent offset between Hα and [N ii] (and
[S ii]) of ∼5–8 km s−1. Beyond ∼9′′ (the pillar tip and be-
yond), the C1 velocities of Hα, [N ii] and [S ii] converge and
all three increase up to ∼27 km s−1. On the pillar, Hα C2
(black triangles) is redshifted from C1 by ∼10–15 km s−1,
whereas (where detected) the [N ii] and [S ii] second compo-
nents are redshifted by ∼20 km s−1.
A similar ∼5–10 km s−1 difference between the narrow
components of Hα and [N ii] (and [S ii]) is found on the pillar
in Pos1 (PV diagram not shown). In addition, further anal-
c© 2013 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–17
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 5. Example Hα line profiles extracted from the locations shown in Fig. 4, chosen to represent the main types of profile shapes
observed over the field. Observed data are shown by a solid black line, individual Gaussian fits by dashed red lines (including the
straight-line continuum level fit), and the summed model profile in solid red. Flux units are 10−18 erg s−1 cm−2 A˚−1 spaxel−1. Below
each spectrum is the residual plot.
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Figure 6. As Fig. 4 but for the [N ii] line components.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7. Example [N ii] line profiles extracted from the locations shown in Fig. 6. See the caption to Fig. 5 for further details.
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Figure 8. [N ii]/Hα and [S ii]/Hα line ratio maps for each component.
ysis of the data presented in Westmoquette et al. (2010) of
a similar pillar in NGC 6357 also shows a 5–8 km s−1 offset
between Hα and [N ii] (+ [S ii]); see Fig. 18.
We can assume that the bright C1 component (com-
prising the vast majority of the line emission) originates in
ionized surface layers that are accelerating radially outwards
due to photoevaporation (the outflow must accelerate due
to the density gradient; see e.g. Hester et al. 1996). The
outflow speed will be of order the sound-speed in the ion-
ized gas, ∼10 km s−1. (C2 then traces TMLs with turbulence
>>sound speed.) On the face of the pillar, blueshifted veloci-
ties would therefore originate from material further out from
the pillar core. However, along sight-lines towards the pillar
edge, the photoionized outflow would primarily be moving
in the tangential plane, and therefore less visible. Assuming
that the pillar is a temperature-stratified structure, mate-
rial further out would also be cooler and less dense (the
density map supports this – the electron density of the pil-
lar is ∼10 000 cm−3 and falls rapidly to <100 cm−3 in the
surrounding gas).
That Hα is blueshifted would suggest that it originates
further out in the flow from [N ii] and [S ii]. Hα, being a
recombination line, can be produced wherever there are ion-
ized H atoms and free electrons for recombination, i.e. in a
large range of densities and temperatures. However, the flux
of Hα scales in proportion to n2e , so its luminosity should be
weighted to the higher density (deeper) layers. [N ii] and [S ii]
would then have to originate from even deeper layers. Since
the densities we measure (from the [S ii] lines) are high, col-
lisional de-excitation (quenching) may have an effect on the
forbidden lines. At 104 K, the critical density of [N ii]λ6583
is ∼80 000 cm−3, whereas [S ii]λ6717 and [S ii]λ6731 are only
1400 and 3600 cm−3, respectively. The [S ii]λ6731 flux rel-
ative to Hα at a density of 10 000 cm−3 would be approxi-
mately half of what it would be at 100 cm−3, all else being
equal, while the [N ii]λ6583 flux would be about 10% less.
However, that both these ions show the same velocity struc-
ture rules out any major effect from this on the velocities.
Besides, quenching of emission from the deeper layers would
bias the emission towards gas that is further out, but this is
the opposite of what we find.
One final, if unlikely, explanation is chemical differences
between the pillar gas that is being photoevaporated and the
surrounding medium. If the pillar is H-deficient, then the
Hα emission from the deeper layers would be weak. If the
H-deficient flow then encounters more H-rich material, then
as they mix the total emission would be biassed towards the
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Figure 9. Electron density, ne, maps derived from the C1 (left), C2 (centre) and summed (C1+C2; right) line flux ratios of the
[S ii]λλ6717,6731 doublet. Missing spaxels show where either the [S ii] component was undetected or the density calculation failed due
to an unphysical ratio (a symptom of a bad fit due to low S/N). In some spaxels the density calculation from the individual component
results fails, where it does not for the summed values.
outer, more mixed layers. There is no reason why, however,
the pillar gas should be H-poor.
Thus, we are unable to explain the differences in radial
velocities between Hα, [N ii] and [S ii]. Further investigation
of multiple transitions probing the different temperature and
density layers at high resolution is required.
3.2.5 Summary
In Hα we find a broad (FWHM∼55 km s−1) component
along the interior of the pillar edge, whose velocity cen-
troid is redshifted with respect to the corresponding narrow
component by ∼10–15 km s−1. In [N ii], however, we find a
much broader (FWHM=70–90 km s−1) component located
this time directly on the pillar edge, including the tip. Its
centroid radial velocities are roughly consistent with that of
the narrow component on the pillar itself, suggesting that
these [N ii] broad components are associated with the pillar.
The bluest Hα and [N ii] C1 velocities are found on
the face of the pillar, with a gradual decrease towards the
edge. This is consistent with a radially directed outflow from
the pillar surface, as would be expected from photoevapo-
ration. The velocity difference between the radial (bluest)
point in the centre of the pillar face and the tangential point
at the pillar surface is consistent with an outflow speed of
∼10 km s−1 (the sonic speed at 104 K), which is in excellent
agreement with what would be expected from photoevapo-
ration.
On the pillar, [N ii]/Hα peaks both at the pillar tip
and further down near the edge, whereas [S ii]/Hα only ex-
hibits the latter peak. The pillar tip shows up as a very
high density (>10 000 cm−3) region, with the density de-
creasing along the length of the pillar down to ∼2000 cm−3.
The gas surrounding the pillar is at low density (at or be-
low the low-density limit of 50–100 cm−3). Like in position
1, these high densities imply that the majority of the [S ii]
emission originates from gas near to the (deeper, denser)
neutral/molecular layers of the pillar that is just being ion-
ized.
That the radial velocities of the gas surrounding the pil-
lar are redshifted by 20–25 km s−1 compared to the pillar,
and this component is not seen at the location of the pillar,
suggests that it is in the background. The electron density
of this material is also at or below the low density limit
(∼100 cm−3), but, unlike Pos1, the [N ii]/Hα and [S ii]/Hα
ratios are significantly lower than that of the pillar. It is un-
likely, therefore, that this component equates to the material
in the far background seen in the eastern edge of IFU po-
sition 1. Its radial velocities place it in the middle-distance;
indeed Fig. 1 shows that there is a region of diffuse emission
surrounding this pillar, which is likely to be the material we
are tracing here.
As shown in the p-v diagram extracted from the pseu-
doslit, we find a consistent offset in radial velocity between
the narrow (brighter) components of Hα and [N ii] (+ [S ii])
of ∼5–8 km s−1. Interestingly, this is seen in both the pillars
observed here and in further analysis of the data presented in
Westmoquette et al. (2010) of a similar pillar in NGC 6357.
We are unable to find a satisfactory explanation for these dif-
ferences in radial velocities, although the answer most likely
lies in the ionization, temperature and density stratification
of the pillar surface layers and the location within these that
the emission lines originate.
4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The extremely high S/N (up to ∼20 000 in Hα) and spec-
tral resolution of these data have allowed us to quantify
the emission line profile shapes to a high degree of accu-
racy. We fitted multiple Gaussian profile models to the Hα,
[N ii]λ6583 and [S ii]λλ6717,6731 emission lines, and found a
variety of narrow and broad emission components from the
different regions observed.
4.1 Narrow and broad component emission
In all three pillars (that in NGC 6357 Paper I, and the two
here in NGC 3603), we find enhanced narrow line compo-
nent line ratios on the pillar edges and a density peak at the
pillar tips. The two pillars in NGC 3603 presented here ex-
hibit very high ionized gas densities indeed, >10 000 cm−3.
In the Pos1 pillar, our observations were of a sufficiently
high S/N ratio to decompose the [S ii] lines into two compo-
nents, and we found that the high densities are only found in
the narrow component. This implies that the narrow com-
ponent originates from gas near to the (deeper, denser) neu-
tral/molecular layers of the pillar (that is just being ionized)
whereas the broad component originates in material further
out. In Paper I we explained these higher line ratios and
densities as the effect of an ionization front passing into the
pillar. However, some contribution to these observables may
also come from a shock generated by the rocket effect of
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Figure 10. Hα (left), [N ii] (centre) and [S ii] (right) summed intensity maps scaled to the maximum/minimum in each map. Contours
on the Hα map represent the continuum level, and highlight the location of two stars in the field-of-view.
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Figure 11. Hα line component maps for IFU position 2. Component 1 (C1) is shown on the left, and component 2 (C2) on the right
starting at x = 8′′. The flux scale bar is in units of 10−18 erg s−1 cm−2 spaxel−1. Grey contours on this and the subsequent maps represent
the total (C1+C2+C3) Hα flux. The spaxels from which the example line profiles shown in Fig. 12 were extracted are labelled with the
corresponding letters. The parallel dashed lines indicate the orientation and width of the pseudoslit used to extract the position-velocity
information for the plot in Fig. 17.
a photoevaporation flow that is propagating back into the
pillar.
On the NGC 3603 Pos2 pillar we found the bluest Hα
and [N ii] C1 velocities on the face of the pillar, with a grad-
ual decrease towards the edge. The existence of this gradi-
ent, and its amplitude, is consistent with a radially directed
outflow from the pillar surface driven by photoevaporation.
Photoevaporation streamers can also be seen in the Hα im-
ages of the two pillars shown in Fig. 1, as was also found in
the famous images of the pillars in M16 (Hester et al. 1996).
The narrow C1 component, therefore, appears to trace
material fairly deep within the ionized layers of the pillar
surface, and exhibits the kinematic signatures of an outflow
driven by photoevaporation. It comprises the vast majority
of the total line emission in both Hα and [N ii], which reflects
the density dependence of the emission line strength of both
lines (the critical density of [N ii]λ6583 is ∼80 000 cm−3 so
it does not suffer from quenching at these densities). The
line ratios suggest excitation due to a combination of an
ionization and shock front propagating into the pillar.
In all three pillars we also find a broad emission com-
ponent. We only observed the tip in the NGC 3603 Pos1
pillar, but for the Pos2 pillar and in NGC 6357 we find that
the broad components are found close to or on the pillar
edge. In Paper I we associated this broad component with
turbulent mixing layers (TMLs) on the pillar surface driven
by the effect of the hot, fast wind from the star cluster.
The data presented here supports this conclusion. For these
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(a) (b) (c)
(d)
Figure 12. Example Hα line profiles extracted from the locations shown in Fig. 11, chosen to represent the main types of profile shapes
observed over the field. See the caption to Fig. 5 for further details.
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Figure 13. As Fig. 11 but for the [N ii] line components.
conditions to persist (i.e. in a quasi-steady-state), the pho-
toevaporation flow and the wind must come into pressure
equilibrium, and since the pressure in the shocked wind is
very high, the layer of turbulent photoevaporated gas (the
TML) must be quite thin. In a sense, the TML may act to
“protect” the pillar from the full force of the wind.
4.2 Schematic model of pillar
In Fig. 19 we show a schematic representation of the above
interpretation of the pillar and its structure. On the left
we show a top-down view of the pillar and the star clus-
ter. The cluster emits both ionizing photons and a fast
c© 2013 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–17
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 14. Example [N ii] line profiles extracted from the locations shown in Fig. 13. See the caption to Fig. 5 for further details.
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Figure 15. [N ii]/Hα and [S ii]/Hα line ratio maps.
v ∼ 2000 km s−1 wind (the approximate terminal velocity
of a young O star wind, e.g. Mokiem et al. 2007). The ion-
izing photons are assumed to travel unimpeded to the pillar
surface where they deposit their energy, heating and ioniz-
ing the surface gas layers, resulting in a photoevaporative
gas outflow of velocity ∼10 km s−1 (the sound speed in the
104 K ionized gas). The cluster wind, on the other hand, first
shocks against the ambient medium surround the star clus-
ter, and, according to the adiabatic Rankine-Hugoniot rela-
tions, decreases in velocity by a factor of 0.25 to∼500 km s−1
and increases in temperature by a factor of 103.
When the hot, shocked, low density wind then encoun-
ters the pillar – in effect the top of the photoevaporation
flow – a contact discontinuity will be set up. Because the
adiabatic sound speed in the hot wind, (γkBT/µ)
1/2 km s−1
or ∼370 (T/107 K)1/2 km s−1, is approximately equal to the
speed at which it is travelling, there will be no shock (or only
a very weak shock). The two media will come into pressure
equilibrium, and a highly turbulent mixing region will form
driven by shear, flow (such as Rayleigh-Taylor) and thermal
pressure instabilities. It is from this layer that we think the
fainter, broad component (C2) is emitted.
The right panel of Fig. 19 shows a more detailed cross-
section through the pillar; the cold neutral/molecular core is
surrounded by the ionized photoevaporation layer then the
turbulent mixing layer. Gas densities decrease from the core
outwards, from >10 000 cm−3 to <100 cm−3. The narrow
C1 component arises primarily in the denser photoevapora-
tion layer, whereas the broad C2 component arises in the
turbulent mixing region. We do not see any evidence in our
observations for any material being ablated by the wind and
accelerated downstream. We speculate that this is because
any ablated material must be heated to temperatures above
which optical lines are emitted.
What might the lifetime of such a pillar be? Assuming
that the two pillar tips are at a distance of ∼1–1.4 pc from
the cluster and are of physical size ∼10′′∼0.34 pc, they sub-
tend solid angles of 0.0114–0.0218 str. NGC 3603 produces
∼1051 ionizing photons per second (Kennicutt 1984; Dris-
sen et al. 1995), meaning that the tips receive ∼1048 ioniz-
ing photons per second (a lower limit since we are ignoring
recombinations between the pillar and the cluster). Taking
the equation for the lifetime of an irradiated globule from
we can calculate the mass loss rate due to photoevaporation
(Lefloch & Lazareff 1994, their equation 36):
M˙ = 10.4
(
Φ
107 cm−2 s−1
)1/2(
r
1 pc
)3/2
M Myr
−1 (2)
where Φ is the ionizing flux seen by the pillar in units of
107 cm−2 s−1, and r is the radius of the pillar tip in units of
pc. This gives M˙ ∼ 300 M Myr−1. To estimate the mass
of the pillars, we can assume a length of 10 pc, radius 0.3 pc
and density 104 cm−3, giving a total mass of ∼700 M; the
evaporation time is therefore on the order of 2 Myr. These
pillars therefore suffer very rapid dissolution.
Pound (1998) estimated the lifetime of the pillars in the
Eagle Nebula (M16) to be of order 20 Myr, assuming M˙ =
2piR2 cmp n M yr−1 (where R is the radius of curvature of
the head of the pillar, c is the thermal sound speed, mp is the
proton mass, and n is the volume density). However to arrive
at this number they seem to have used an unrealistically
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Figure 16. Electron density map derived from the summed line flux ratios of the [S ii]λλ6717,6731 doublet.
Figure 17. Hα, [N ii] and [S ii] position-velocity diagram along the pseudoslit oriented along the pillar as shown in the velocity maps of
Fig. 11 and 13. Circles represent C1 and triangles C2, and the 3 colours represent Halpha (black), [N ii] (red) and [S ii] (blue). Radial
velocities are in heliocentric units. Distances on the x-axis are measured from the bottom-left of the IFU field, increasing towards the
tip of the pillar (at ∼10–11′′). Error bars on each point reflect the uncertainties given in the pan fits, and for C1 are generally smaller
than the symbol size.
small value for R, and therefore perhaps overestimated their
photoevaporation timescales.
4.3 Shocks and kinematics
At no point do we measure [N ii]/Hα and [S ii]/Hα line ra-
tios greater than those that would indicate a strong con-
tribution from shocks (as predicted by shock models Allen
et al. 2008). Since the motions of the gas in the TML are
clearly supersonic, shocks must undoubtedly be present, but
it is likely that the reason why we do not see their signatures
(i.e. enhanced forbidden line emission from the post-shock
gas) is that in these small spatially resolved regions the shock
contribution is completely washed out by contribution from
photoionization.
Position-velocity diagrams extracted from the Pos2 pil-
lar and that in NGC 6357 show a consistent offset in radial
velocity between the narrow (brighter) components of Hα
and [N ii] (+ [S ii]) of ∼5–8 km s−1. We were unable to find a
satisfactory explanation for these differences in radial veloc-
ities, although the answer most likely lies in the ionization,
temperature and density stratification of the pillar surface
layers and the location within these that the emission lines
originate.
We do not find any evidence for rotation within the pil-
lars as has been observed in other examples (Gahm et al.
2006) and in simulations (Gritschneder et al. 2010). Our ob-
servations, however, only probe the surface ionized layers of
the structures; if internal rotation did exist then the kine-
matics of the molecular core would need to be probed.
4.4 The line-of-sight location of the pillars
In all cases (including the pillar seen in NGC 6357), the pil-
lars are seen in projection against diffusely emitting back-
ground gas. The surrounding gas tends to be redshifted com-
pared to the pillar, and this redshifted component is not seen
at the location of the pillar leading to the conclusion that,
c© 2013 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–17
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Figure 18. Hα, [N ii] and [S ii] position-velocity diagram along a pseudoslit oriented along the pillar in NGC 6357 (derived from re-
analysed data originally presented by Westmoquette et al. 2010). Circles represent C1, triangles C2, and stars C3, and the 3 colours
represent Halpha (black), [N ii] (red) and [S ii] (blue). Distances on the x-axis are measured from the bottom of the IFU field (see
Westmoquette et al. 2010); the pillar begins with its tip at ∼5′′.
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Figure 19. Schematic representation of our interpretation of the pillar and its structure. The left panel shows a top-down view of the
location of the pillar with respect to the star cluster, showing the cluster wind properties and shock locations, the mixing region and the
photoevaporation layer. The right panel shows a cross-section through the pillar showing the different temperature, density, outflow and
turbulent mixing layers.
since it is obscured by the pillar, it must be in the back-
ground. In Pos1, we find evidence that the diffuse filamen-
tary gas immediately surrounding the pillar (in projection)
is also located behind the pillar, but in front of the faint (low
density, high excitation) background. These kind of obser-
vations begin to allow us to build up a three-dimensional
picture of the nebular structure.
The many unanswered questions and issues raised in
this study regarding the details of mechanical and radiative
c© 2013 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–17
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interactions with dense clouds or pillars in H ii regions high-
lights the need for new, high-resolution simulations that take
into account the effect of the wind, gas flow and turbulence,
and ionization effects. We urge the theoretical community
to take up this challenge.
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